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5E Resources:

1. [Blog Post] Tips for Designing an Online Learning Experience Using the 5Es Instructional Model from Catlin Tucker (includes videos walking you through tech tools you could use for each step in the 5E model)
2. [Resource] Sample 5E Schedule (2 week, M-F) adapted by Julie, originally from Catlin Tucker
3. [Resource] Designing an Online Lesson Using the 5Es Instructional Model from Catlin Tucker, with some modifications by Julie

Open Sci Ed Resources:

4. Instructional Model
5. Remote Learning Adaptations

Other Resources:

6. [Blog Post] Video Conferencing: Establishing Routines and Structuring Online Time with Students from Catlin Tucker
7. [Resource] Sample Schedule (M-F) from Catlin Tucker
8. [Blog Post] The Building Blocks of an Online Lesson from Catlin Tucker

Please contact Julie Maruska (jmaruska@nebasecamp.org) with any follow up questions you may have.